
 

 

 

 

 
Uniform Dress Code 

Grades VPK-5 
  
Boys/Girls: 

Shirts:      White, gold, black, and yellow polo uniform shirts with embroidered school logo. 

  These shirts must be ordered through school approved sites (listed on the back) and have 

appropriate school logo to be considered a school approved shirt. 

Pants:      Navy blue, black, or khaki uniform pants. 

Shorts:     Navy blue, black, or khaki uniform shorts.* 

Shoes:     Comfortable closed-toe dress shoes and/or sneakers. 

Belt:        Solid black or brown (1-1.5”) (Recommended if pants have belt loops.) 

  

Girls Only: 

Jumper:    Navy blue, black, or khaki uniform jumper with uniform polo underneath.* 

Pants:       Navy blue, black, or khaki uniform pants.  Capri length pants are acceptable. 

Skorts:     Navy blue, black, or khaki uniform skorts.* 

  

Additional Items: 

Physical Education Uniform:  Students must wear sneakers to school on their P.E. day. 

Cooler Weather Clothing:  Jackets and/or sweatshirts in white, navy blue, or black, if worn 

     all day, plain in color; or if just for outdoor use, any coat is acceptable. 

  

Items Not Considered Part of the Uniform Code: 

 Cargo pants or shorts, boots, sandals, lighted or decorative shoes or shoes with wheels. 

 Hair must be a natural color.  Hair styles that are distracting or inappropriate for school are not 

permitted. 

 Students will be permitted to wear nail polish as long as it is not a distraction.  Jewelry should be limited 

to an appropriate necklaces, single bracelet, rings or earrings.  Earrings should not be hoops.  Student 

should not be wearing make-up or artificial nails. 

 Bandanas, glitter, tattoos, and coloring hair gel should not be worn at school. 

  

*Note: 

 The length of all shorts, skorts, and jumpers MUST be longer or at the point where the end of 

the fingertips reaches on the leg whiles the child’s arms are extended straight at their side.  

Students will be given two warnings in a semester. The third infraction will result in a 

disciplinary measure. 

  

 Join our Jean Club for $20.  Being a member of the club allows students to wear jeans every 

Friday.   
 


